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Truss Aluminium Factory showcases Vario Corner product at the show.
Port Orange, May 31, 2017 - TAF exhibits at the Infocom 2017 yet again and this time the company decided to
feature product that gives the trussing users another twist in assembly of the truss designs.

Following the leads from customers, the company decided to come out with so called Vario Corner product. It
happens quite often that there is a need of special corners to create arches or different angles than are usually
available in the standard product line and Vario Corner was designed to cope with that. The good news is that
you can come and check this product out at TAF stand #7466 at Infocomm in Orlando.

What is Vario Corner?

Although it may sound odd to everyday user the beauty of this item lies in the fact that the customers can use
standard pieces from their stock in order to build it.

The base of this corner is standard multicorner box (FT34-MCB) that everybody uses. So you just take this
standard product and add up two vario plates (#3010) and one standard truss square frame (FT34-32F), put it
together and you have a solid piece of corner that gives you possibility to creat 3 different angles 45°, 60° and
67.5° by simply modifying the angle on the multicorner box.

For better idea of the Vario Corner assembly please follow this link http://us.taf.cz/vario-plate.

Application of the product

Vario corner can be assembled in both 12inch box truss lines versions - standard (FT34) and heavy duty (HT34).
It opens up about 19 different angle and length possibilities when used with standardly produced and stocked
circle segment pieces. It means that it is possible to create about 19 different versions of arch roofs thanks to
this item. The application of the Vario Corner with various straight segments is also possible and brings further
advantages to its users.

About TAF

Truss Aluminium Factory a.s. (TAF) has been in the aluminum trussing industry since 1998. Our trussing systems
are sold worldwide as the top products on the market.

Nowadays are TAF products distributed to over 60 countries in the entire world. In order to provide better
service to North, Central and South America, TAF USA distribution center has been established in 2009 in
Florida.

TAF product portfolio includes really huge variety of products. Offering trussing segments in all three most
commonly used types of connection spigoted truss, bolted truss, and also fork truss. Apart of that the company
also features other products that go along with the usage of truss such as stage decks, clamps, truck ramps,
and crowd barriers. This way you can get all you need for most of your rigging requirements at one place.

For further information: TRUSS ALUMINIUM FACTORY a.s., +420 588 500 834, taf@taf.cz
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